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Abstract—Monitoring and prediction are critical to meet the
carbon reduction objective. However, relying solely on monitoring
is not sufficient for local smart factories. Solutions must be
built to help factories monitor, analyze, and predict their carbon
footprint. In this work, a carbon smart proposal is presented
incorporating analytics, and explainable AI for efficient carbon
emission monitoring and prediction

Index Terms—Carbon credit, Explainable AI, Data analytics,
climate change.

I. INTRODUCTION

CArbon credit refers to the security (in the form of a
certificate or tradable license) that grants the holder

the permission to emit one ton of carbon dioxide (CO2) or
its equivalent in any other greenhouse gases (GHG) to the
environment [1], [2]. It is one of the mechanisms devised
for factories to mitigate, remove, or avoid CO2 and other
GHG emissions. It is based on the two-legged Cap-and-Trade
model whereby factories buy more credits allowing them to
emit when their emissions have reached the allowed threshold
or sell the surplus credits to other companies when their
emissions are below the threshold and invest the money in
projects that reduce pollution [1]. The model also incentivizes
companies to save money through cost-effective emission
reduction schemes and is the most preferred emission trading
mechanism because it leads to measurable and verifiable
carbon emission reduction. Artificial intelligence (AI) offers a
set of multipurpose tools and techniques for predicting carbon
footprints [3], monitoring carbon removal and CO2 leaks
[4] as well as reducing carbon emissions. Thus, researchers
and companies have applied AI to reduce carbon emissions
through improvements in product quality, optimization of
supply chains, optimization of heating and cooling systems,
and prioritization of the use of clean electricity over fossil
fuels [5], [6].

Motivation - Previous and existing works are yet to explore
the role of data analytics and explainable AI (XAI) methods
which can provide insights and transparency for predicting
CO2 threats and mitigation [7]. Ignoring XAI and data ana-
lytics is not sustainable in this age of massive data generation
and the growing need to meet the ZERO carbon goal of 2050.

Contribution - This paper’s contributions are three-fold:

1) Proposed an ensemble Bagged Tree classification and
prediction helping to monitor carbon emission which is an
important variable to determine carbon creditworthiness.

2) Exploratory data analytics of Carbon emission from fac-
tory plants across continents.

3) An exploration of the SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) explainability to gain insights into the CO2

emission and prediction.

II. RELATED WORK

Carbon credits represent removing one ton of CO2 from the
environment and offer a way for businesses to achieve GHG
reduction goals without disrupting operations [1]. Carbon
credits are part of more effective climate change strategies but
do not eliminate emissions. The field of carbon credits has
gained significant attention in recent years due to the growing
emphasis on sustainability and carbon neutrality [1], [2]. As a
component of carbon trading, it promotes emission reduction
for financial gain. Concerns about actual emission reduction
are raised by varying project effectiveness and transparency.
According to reports, the carbon commodities market surged
to $851 billion in 2021, with a projected growth of $22 trillion
by 2050 [1], [2].

AI tools are vital in efficiently managing and tracking car-
bon credits, enabling carbon footprint monitoring and progress
toward carbon neutrality. By investing in carbon credits and
leveraging AI, companies can contribute to a low-carbon
future, earn profits, and promote emissions reduction efforts
in line with the zero emissions target for 2050. Aamir et al
utilized data from China and South Asian nations between
2001 and 2020 to predict carbon emissions, considering factors
from industrial, energy, and transportation sectors [8]. This
empirical study allows an understanding of the combined
impact of various factors on emissions, particularly greenhouse
gases like carbon dioxide, which are the primary drivers of
climate change.

Additionally, other studies have employed AI and machine
learning to forecast global carbon emissions, considering the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on temporary emission
reductions [9]. Furthermore, researchers have explored the use
of blockchain technology to track and trade carbon emissions,
demonstrating its potential for carbon emission trading and
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monitoring [10], [11]. In the context of air quality predic-
tion, machine learning models were employed to forecast the
air quality index in Delhi, India, using various evaluation
metrics [12]. These diverse studies collectively highlight the
significance of AI and ML in addressing carbon emissions and
climate change challenges.

Researchers have investigated the application of AI tech-
niques to monitor, analyze, and predict carbon emissions.
Helo et al [13] developed a cloud-based distributed man-
ufacturing execution system based on distributed AI which
shortens the product development lifecycle thus reducing the
carbon footprint of the production process. Mardani et al
[3] utilized the economic growth and energy consumption
dataset of Group of 20 (G20) nations to develop an efficient
multi-stage methodology for predicting CO2 emissions using
a self-organizing map clustering algorithm to cluster the data,
artificial neural network, and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system to construct the prediction models and the singular
value decomposition for dimensionality reduction. They found
that the multi-stage approach could predict CO2 emissions
with a high level of accuracy based on the two indicators.
In [14], machine learning algorithms were used to minimize
the carbon footprint of concrete in the construction industry.

Some researchers [15], [16] opined that the use of AI to
reduce carbon emissions also comes with certain challenges
such as ethical risks, model training contribution to carbon

footprint, and the need for gainful insights into carbon foot-
print data. Consequently, Cowls et al [15] suggested that
devising strategies to limit carbon emissions may require
data that reveal patterns of human behavior in use cases
where privacy concerns may be relevant. Thus, we proposed
a combined usage of the XAI and data analytics to achieve
carbon-smart monitoring and prediction using a smart factory
public data - Carbon Monitoring for Action (CARMA) [17].

III. METHODOLOGY

This section captures the framework and overall idea of the
projects as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Dataset Description and Pre-processing

The CARMAv3.0 dataset by the Center for Global Devel-
opment was used in this project [17]. The dataset contains
information about the CO2 emissions, electricity production,
corporate ownership, and location of more than 60,000 power
plants in over 200 countries. The dataset provided an estimated
rate at which a plant emits CO2 (per unit of electricity
generated) distributed across various continents as shown in
Fig. 2.

B. Data Analytics Tool and Approach

The tidyverse collection of open-source packages was used
for the exploratory data analysis. The classification and XAI
framework were carried out using the sci-kit learn library,

Fig. 1. Illustrating the stratified methodology for awarding carbon credits to holders: As depicted, the process entails the collection and analysis of regional
carbon data, followed by the curation of pertinent features for model training. After training, post-hoc explainability techniques are harnessed to furnish lucid
insights into model predictions, culminating in the issuance of a carbon credit certificate.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of CARMA Dataset showing the Carbon Emissions
across Continents. Europe has the highest emission recorded. Asia is next (It
is argued that China is a major player). next are North America and South
America.

which provides tree-based APIs. The experiment was run on
Jupyter Notebook with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-7100 CPU @
3.90GHz, and RAM 8.00 GB. After simulating various mod-
els, the best performance was achieved using the Ensemble
Bagged Tree Classifier.

C. SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) of Model

SHAP [18] allows for insights into the output or basis for
the performance of a machine learning or deep learning model.
It helps to understand the feature importance and how they
contribute to the predictions’ performance of machine learning
or deep learning models.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Prediction Model Diagnostics:
1) Residual standard error: This is the average amount that

the response will deviate from the true regression line. It’s
989500 in this model, which is quite large but needs to be
interpreted in the context of the scale of carbon present.

2) Multiple R2: This value (0.4526) represents the pro-
portion of variance in the dependent variable (car-
bon present) that’s explained by the independent vari-
ables. In this model, about 45.26% of the variability
in carbon present is explained by energy present and
intensity present.

3) F-statistic and p-value: The very low p-value (≤
0.00000000000000022) suggests that the model is sta-
tistically significant.

Interpretation: Leveraging the CARMAv3.0 dataset, it was
deduced that both energy present and intensity present are
statistically significant predictors of carbon present. About
45.26% of the variability in carbon emissions (in the present)
is explained by the model. For each unit increase in energy
generation in the present, the carbon emission increases by
approximately 0.439850 units. Similarly, for each unit increase
in intensity in the present, carbon emission increases by

approximately 5.088198 units, assuming the other variable
remains constant. The model is statistically significant based
on the F-statistic and its associated p-value. Consequently, the
Ensemble Bagged Tree outperformed at an accuracy of 90%
higher than the linear regression prediction model.

A. Model Prediction Performance

The box plot presented in Fig. 3 shows that the prediction
model reflected the true spread and outlier for the carbon future
emissions.

Correlation Analysis The correlation analysis between
carbon emission and other variables such as carbon intensity
and energy production was investigated. Table I shows that,
while there exists a strong correlation between energy pro-
duction and carbon emissions 70%, the relationship between
carbon emission and intensity over time continues to be weak
2%. Despite the weak relationship, the result shows it is a
significant one. Table I summarizes these findings.

This indicates that plants that generate more energy also
tend to emit more carbon. The strength of this relationship
seems to be increasing slightly over time, suggesting that en-
ergy generation’s impact on carbon emissions may be growing.
As a caution, correlation does not imply causation. A causality
test might be needed to investigate the role of other factors not
included in the dataset.

Fig. 3. Comparing the Model Prediction with the True value of the Future
Carbon Emission according to Continents. This prediction is based on the
former and present Carbon values in the CARMA Dataset. Our prediction
when compared with the true value demonstrated above 90% accuracy.

TABLE I
CORRELATION ANALYSIS BETWEEN CARBON EMMISSION AND FACTORS

SUCH AS PLANT ENERGY AND INTENSITY OF USAGE

Factors (variables) Carbon Past Carbon Present Carbon Future
Energy Past 0.6848734
Energy Present 0.6725515
Energy Future 0.7013609
Intensity Past 0.2552156
Intensity Present 0.0225209
Intensity Future 0.02253723
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Fig. 4. SHAP ExplainabilityShowing the impact of the Energy Generation, the Intensity of plant usage on Carbon Emission in the Past, Present, and Future

B. Model Explainability with SHAP

The SHAP explainable result is presented in Fig. 4. The
SHAP values show that there is a connection between the
present and past carbon emissions by the plants (factories)
and future emissions of carbon. Thus, leveraging the past and
present carbon emission value of a smart factory can be used
to determine the carbon credit to be awarded to such a plant.
In addition, the SHAP values show that the energy usage is
more reliable than the intensity of usage, thus forecasting the
future energy a smart factory is likely to generate can give an
insight into the extent of carbon to be emitted or conserved
(in cases where the energy sources are alternative and clean
sources that are carbon-smart).

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have leveraged data analytics for ex-
ploratory CO2 future emission data and provided an explain-
able AI inquest into the relationship between factors impacting
the emission of carbon. This insight has become critical if the
Carbon credit objective goal for zero carbon in 2050 will be
achieved. However, a major limitation of this research is the
adoption of only one dataset due to the difficulty of accessing
CO2 data and the non-disclosure of carbon emissions. In the
future, we hope to employ blockchain for an immutable carbon
credit certificate.
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